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THE HERO

Lucius Paullus found refuge upon a rock. Bloodied and
stunned, the Roman Consul shifted his gaze over the immense
dust clouds that formed over the Apulian lands. The veil
blanketed the ferocity of the slaughter that had befallen upon
his soldiers. Hannibal and his Carthaginian army had the
Romans encircled. Tens of thousands were cut down in
maniacal bloodletting. Inavertantly trapped by their own
numbers, the large body of Roman men were encircled in a
maelstrom of dust, carnage, screams and terrifying confusion.
The fortunate would meet their end by surprise. The rest could
only knowingly and helplessly await it.

The Roman Republic was in its ascendancy. They had only
known victory and triumph in its conquest of the peninsula. Yet,
Hannibal would push the Romans to the brink. The recent
defeats at Trebia and Trasimene were devastating and
absolute. Until he met his end under a shower of spears,
Paullus would watch the destruction of the largest army ever yet
assembled by the Republic. Had he physically survived, Paullus
likely would have been left a shattered and wreaked man.
Horrified that the spirit and self-worth of an entire people could
crumple. The Republic now faced the prospect of annihilation.
Rome had come to learn fear that day.

Such was the Battle of Cannae.

A curious start to a chapter in a book about trading.

Yet, the trader about to be profiled here had recently experienced his own Battle of
Cannae.

Enduring a final earth shattering loss in a single day, following a string of similar
defeats - our trader had lost more than just capital; his confidence, self-worth and his
ego was left obliterated.
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The journey of this trader in his ascendancy is as fascinating as it is useful for new
traders. We are following the coattails of this trader as he recently transformed from a
three to eight-hundred lot trader, and a multiple seven figure account to go along with
it. The voyage of this trader during his own personal maelstrom and capitulation is as
jaring and as poignant for veteran traders alike. Overarching this story, our trader had
experienced all of this by the age of twenty-five; uniquely young to stand in the
pantheon of other profiled traders in this book.

The real story of the Battle of Cannae is not only one of destruction; but of
resurrection. This battle is what created the Romans. In fact, the shock of unrelenting
defeat did not shatter them, no surrender was given; instead the punishment forced
them to regroup, rebuild and relearn. Within a century, the city of Carthage would
instead burn as Rome’s army exacted biblical retribution. So too, goes the story of
our trader. His end is not among the ruins, but of recovery and rebirth. Strengthened
instead of maimed, we are privy to profile this trader just as he comes full circle and
pushes to new heights. This trader wears his scars with pride; thankful for the
lessons learnt. Intriguingly, if growth from unbelievable loss had created the legend of
the Romans, what then awaits our trader in the future?

One should be careful in the comparison of the experience of war and other
tragedies to the hardships of trading. Outside of physical danger, the experiences of
intense financial risk taking are one of the few left in the western world which
provokes such extreme emotions in a compressed kernel of time. Foruntately, most
readers can only use their imagination to empathise with the extremes that befell the
Romans at Cannae, or of anyone else. Nevertheless, one could only notice the
patterns of speech and emotions that were still pervasive through interviews with this
trader; a relieving trauma. Therefore, I reminagined Livy’s recounting of the battle to
set the scene and context to feel and empathise for the despair and totality for our
trader’s collapse.1 While this is similar to countless tales of the cyclical human
experience, our trader’s story fully articulates the story - the hero’s journey, the
familiar narrative framed by Joseph Campbell to visualise a cycle of a call to
adventure, crisis, rebirth and growth from the transformative experience.2 We are
now fortunate to converse with this trader on his reflections after this cycle. Moreso,
every trader profiled in this book has experienced and built upon great crises in
different ways; and will do so again in the future. Yet this is our trader’s story to
present, relive and learn from; the hero of his own story and therefore name him as
such.

2 Campell [TBC Footnote]
1 Livy [TBC Footnote]
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Even though The Hero experienced his successes in his early twenties, it was not an
overnight matter - rather it was the culmination of feeding an obsession since his
mid-teens. He reached out to an old family friend and trader - a veteran of the pits
and now a fund manager; whose career spanned decades. “I sat down in his office
and barely said a word, I just watched these two traders the entire day. I didn’t know
what I was watching but I just wanted to do it! Later, as a runner on another trading
floor I would discover the price ladder. People always start at their core facination. I
was fascinated by the price ladder. Very early in my career, for some reason, I got the
impression that if I can understand the price ladder I can always make money.” One
cannot overstate how passionate The Hero was in describing the ways the price
ladder would grip him, which ultimately became his core edge. Even before ending
up on a proprietary trading floor full time, The Hero had already spent four years full
of internships, experiences and time on various trading floors; exposed to the full
spectrum of traders, performances and trading strategies. By nineteen years old, our
trader now was enrolled onto a graduate trader trading program at his former prop
firm; an alternative to university which he forgoed. I had once expressed my
frustrations with my own slow trading development and progression. Aptly The Hero
replied, “I had actually been the slowest in the group to move from the simulator to
the live environment. Yet I am the only one still trading today. Those who failed could
not handle the challenges they did not experience early on.” Haywood too ruminates
on the same theme. “Sometimes I even prefer to have a slow and steady; seemingly
‘talentless’ trader on the floor, rather than a trader who experiences too much
success too quickly. They often do not develop sufficient frameworks, processes and
structure to handle the inevitable drawdown period when markets shift, or the trader
himself becomes his own impediment”. It is rather interesting to note that none of the
trader’s profiled in this book were an overnight success. The Hero and The Engineer
certainly are at the far end of this scale, yet are now pushing more qualatitive
boundaries than just returns. Haywood summarises this as a “slow-brew” effect. An
exponential growth which humans often fail to recognise as significant as it seems
there is no progression at face value; until it all happens all at once. Explosively. This
will become apparent for The Hero’s journey.

Finally, this former proprietary trading firm would ultimately close its doors, after the
infamous saga which rocked the careers of The Razor, The Warrior and so many of
the profiled traders. The Hero struggled to find a trading floor that possessed the
same air of trader co-operation, mutual learning and drive. Partly exasperated, he
explined. “The learning environment is essential, and that floor had none. One of the
older traders there found me debriefing in the evening and stated that nothing
important is ever worth writing down! It was a dying floor.” It was 2016, late into the
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‘extinction phase’ as described by The Collector where only a few traders who
refused to evolve and professionalise had continued to cling on. Yet, The Hero who
was lost at sea would find his way back with the pull of the new cadre that had
formed out the ashes. The AXIA-FCT partnership was just launched and with it an
eager Haywood who wanted to take in The Hero. “He stood out to me on the old
floor. He possessed an ‘extended mind’ to pick up the best and ignore the worst.
There was a lad culture which he could have easily engaged in yet had the maturity
to avoid it. He had a maturity beyond the majority I’ve seen. He possessed intense
focus on the price ladder which reminded me of the most successful traders I know.
These types of characters think for themselves; yet still learn and listen and you feel
they are on a journey. That is key.”

Genesis

The journey of The Hero started, and still remains closely tied with the price ladder
and order flow. His focus, work and self development had made him a competent
“navigator of the price ladder”; as described in his own words. Now, onto a floor
burgeoning with vitality, growth and optimism; the new AXIA floor and its members
became the formative players in The Hero’s success and journey. He credits the
entirety of this small cadre of traders as important in his development. Yet The
Warrior and The Engineer were indispensible in the creation of our trader.  After the
collapse of the former trading firm, help from The Hero’s father had enabled him to
stay in the game and continue his process of edge discovery and development in the
crucial early stages. However, the attrition of fees, and build up of losses had
eventually depleted The Hero’s account. With this backing came more than a
financial injection, a mentorship and close communication developed with the
traders. The Warrior would solidify our trader as an expert in the ‘micro’, The
Engineer would provide our trader a framework and mentorship that would
exponentially scale this skill. Haywood would become a guide and liferaft; a tether in
the storm of trials. With our trader’s efforts and intensity this wicked combination
would become one for the ages.

The Hero’s edge is multifaceted, extending past just execution skill and experience;
instead extending deep into the powers of reflection, review and self-discovery. Yet to
explore and understand his edge, we will begin at its most basic and robust. We
sought to understand how The Hero framed his edge, and how it evolved over time.
He explains : “I have such a broad skill-set, which started off very micro [on the price
ladder] … yet trading order flow is a core principle in which I can always revert back
to; it is the backbone of my trading. [In the beginning] it was very raw, I was
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fascinated by the price ladder. There was no structure to it yet, more of
understanding the core principle that If I can navigate it, I can make money.” Our
trader would spend nearly two years just looking at the price ladder, and mostly just
one or two markets - the Bund and EuroStoxx.  At times he would abscond charts all
together. Coupled with an intensity that did not go unnoticed, and a practice of
reviewing his screen recorded price ladders for nuanced review; the foundations
were cast.

The Hero explains his mental model for perceiving order flow. “If you don't have a
framework to understand it you will get lost. This is why I approach it this way:
Describe it like a person. What is the mood of the market, what is its health?” 3 With
this, our trader provides colour on how he perceives the ‘micro’; as some look at the
granular level of tracking all orders, size and other objective information as the
market trades tick by tick. This is even more granular than what The Hero looks for.
Instead he looks for changes over time and prices; the changes in personality if you
will. These changes, and the framing of it, is how the vast majority of our profiled
traders also perceive order flow. This is in stark contrast to the aforementioned
‘mechanical’ analysis of orderflow that has become popularised in recent years. That
is - the granular study of volume and volatility at each and every tick, alongside a
judicious tracking and analysis of market depth, or liqudity as it changes over time.
Perhaps this development reflects the growing push towards new market participants
who seek to systematise and automate order flow trading strategies, as opposed to
the discretionary and introspective route. He continues, “There is a fine balance
between the two. You don't want to personify it too much, but by the same breath you
dont want to make it cold with no pulse. The more broad, personification of order flow
is what I lean on more. Yet, when I am getting double crossed I do use more
objective facts that I pull from tools like the cumulative delta and footprint.” Further,
The Hero expanded on one of his greatest strengths as a ‘navigator’. “You can gain
so much feedback from having a relationship with the order flow; how does it make
you feel when you interact with it. How shouldn’t it look like, how shouldn’t it feel?
You do not want to be static with the price action, the best traders can make their
idea work at that moment in time through successful navigation. Later it also comes
down to understanding which environments are geared for executing big size and
managing it. The volatility and liquidity can change so quickly, which carry their own
risks too.” Finalising our understanding of The Hero’s perception of order flow, we
can review how he sees it conceptually. “Order flow is nothing more than just trying to
put ourselves in the best place to make the best decision; you do not want to think
about it too much. If you project too much onto it - you’ve lost already. Once you have

3 By ‘health’, our trader refers to the nature of how well the market is ‘auctioning’ prices in a certain area; a
key principle of the market auction theory covered in the market profile primer prior to this chapter.
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done all your trade preparation, and once the trade happens - you take the thinking
out and let your intuition take over. My best period of trading is often just knowing
when to be involved in the markets or not.” It struck me how close this mirrored THE
WAQ’s own words, and yet the same message was echoed by all AXIA traders
through different explanations. It has been markedly observed that this concept is
often naively or arrogantly dismissed by novices; relegating ‘intuition’ to a talking
point or thrown out all together. Nevertheless, if you discuss the concept of intution
with the same novice two years later, he will be singing a very different tune.

The Hero talks passionately and fast; growing more spirited as the subject becomes
deeper and complex. Yet, he would often pause and gently gaze at the ceiling as he
contemplated hard-won lessons. “You only understand this after constant hours of
watching the price ladder. I deeply believe in screen time, it is critical. You can't build
a library of order flow experiences otherwise. You will get to see things like Bund
‘whiteboxing’ [trading halt] or insane equity volatility, and you can't learn it until you
experience it. This is why this trading pursuit is so interesting; as you need to be
thrown into it. Reading the price ladder is one of the most basic, pure, raw pieces of
market information you can find; the direct access to the market. You can see it,
watch it, learn it - you can feel it as well. One way or another, if you are a news
trader, technical or hybrid; it is the most important skill to develop as a point and click
trader.” The Hero concluded how he was “refined in this area for so long” and would
be the very first thing he would make someone learn as a novice. He emphasised
how important it would be for new traders to get stuck in and keep trading directly off
the price ladder; even performing certain training drills to emphasise
multi-dimensional thinking. It is not a coincidence the AXIA training program is built
around the same principle. It too focuses on price ladder execution drills in the
beginning to create a singular focus in this area for all new traders. It is unknown how
these traders will eventually express their edge as professionals, the only certainty is
that it will be derivative of the price ladder and order flow in some kind of way. For
The Hero, he concluded this period in his life by reflecting on the impact of The
Warrior’s influence upon his career. This might be surprising to those who not only
know of the close mentor-mentee relationship between The Hero and The Engineer,
but also know how their edge is nearly a direct contrast to The Warrior if placed on a
specturm. This will become apparent later in our trader’s story. Yet, it is a testament
to our trader’s ability to leverage his ‘extended mind’ and make the best use of a high
powered trading floor. “I am somewhat of a hybrid between The Warrior and The
Engineer in terms of personality and a trading edge. Especially in the start, my
personality and strategy suited The Warrior very much and how he thinks and guided
me. Moreso, he taught me skills that revolved  around risk, psychology, and
emotional management.” The genesis story of our trader reinforces the virtues of
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focus, depth and specialism; do one thing and do it well. Moreso, the moral of this
story is similar to the tales of artisans who are forced to learn by working first with
limited and basic tools or the novice martial artist who first needs to master a single
throw. In other words, learning ‘micro’ teaches the principles of the art. Learning the
price ladder is akin to understanding the first principles of the market; the very
building blocks. Josh Waitzkin explains this best in The Art of Learning, describing
how he had learnt to play chess through the endgame first as it “took on positions of
reduced complexity and clear principles”. As he put it - learning the game with just a
pawn and king allowed for deeper and creative learning in contrast to starting out
with the confusing array of choices presented with a full board at the beginning of the
game. Waitzkin continues as if he were describing the evolution of The Hero's career,
in which we are about to explore, “Layer by layer we build up my knowledge and my
understanding of how to transform axioms into fuel for creative insight”.4

Understanding the principle allows the student to arrive at the insight himself rather
than learning it by rote or ad-verbatim. Same too, we can compare the learning path
of The Hero and novice traders. Focusing on just a price ladder, a trader can learn
key market principles - the nature of order flow, market auction, participant intention
which in turn leads to self-grown insights and discovery of market idiosyncrasies like
‘adverse selection’ - even if these traders never formalise such principles with the
same name or label. Yet, nearly all novice traders who grow outside the proprietary
futures trading environment always come to the price ladder last; if at all. Naive
learning allows ill-conceived usage of too many market tools and information; the
equivalent of teaching a chess novice with all the pieces of the board in which the
vast amount of choices will overwhelm. The lack of focus on what really matters - the
auction and order flow leaves novice traders in the same place as they started. For
The Hero, he had learned these principles well over nearly two years, building whole
trades and strategies around them. Yet it would be near fate that would tie him to The
Engineer who through close mentorship would provide The Hero a framework,
pioneering processes and a reframing of opportunity. Our trader had learnt the first
principles’’ of the market so well that he could make best use of the new tools and
ideas and ultimately make it his own. The Hero’s career trajectory was about to
become exponential; his time had come.

As explored previously, our trader had spent the years prior 2018 sowing the seeds
for his future growth. Yet to illustrate the dramatic trajectory, it was during this period
that The Hero grew his account from virtually flat to a low seven figures; in the space
of sixteen months. In the same time, he grew from trading 3 to 300 lots in the Bund
and Stoxx, later growing this figure to 800 lots. [Note: More detail on performance
statistics to be added later.]

4 Waitzkin [TBC Footnote]
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Auction Reforged

For those on the AXIA trading floor and within the community, The Hero and The
Engineer have become synonymous with the market profile. We ventured into
understanding the market profile, its history and development in Chapter X. For their
deep relationship with the market profile, both traders utilise it in highly novel;
seemingly ‘unusual’ ways in comparison to the “archaic” usage of it as described by
The Hero himself. “At my old trading floor, the profile was used but it was extremely
basic, it used more to collect statistics - the POC, VPOC, Value Area and scalp off
those prices, it was fairly ‘retail’ minded.” Pausing, The Hero reiterated a common
theme pervasive through our interviews - gratitude. “How fortunate I was to be sat
next to someone like The Engineer at the time. Everything in life comes down to
being at the right time and place, as is with trading. We clicked so well. The Engineer
had that original passion for market profile and it was also stoked by Haywood, he
was the main instigator of bringing people like myself and The Engineer together.”
This theme - a joining of forces to work on something novel; or a reiteration of a tool
or process that had become static and stale evokes a similar image of the stereotype
of the ‘hacker’ culture of the 1970s and 80s in Silicon Valley - a duo or trio burning
with passion while working out of a garage to create something. We ventured deep
into breaking down The Hero’s conception of the market profile, its context and
ultimately how he generates trade ideas. He articulated this so well that we will leave
the majority of this conversation in its original form.

How do you conceptualise the market profile?

“The market profile gave me a way of visualising order flow to an extent, to
understand it over a longer period of time; over days, weeks and how it will evolve
into a potential trade idea and how it should look. Once I had started to work closely
with The Engineer, he gave me a forward thinking approach on how things may or
not start to play out, and also started to reduce the noise and variability in my trading.
I used to trade raw, very ‘in the ladder’, constantly in the markets. So the profiles
gave me a lot of perspective, time to select and refine my ideas. This is why it is so
important to start intensively ‘micro’ and then spin out, which gave the market profile
a new whole lease of life. The crux of the market profile is about assessing the health
of an auction, understanding what type of price action facilitates this type of trade.
How may certain profile shapes or angles and structure of the volume create these
conditions? This might sound ‘creative’ and subjective, but for myself, monetising
these ideas is all about how it translates into what the price ladder will look like. The
introduction of the market profile progressively made me understand a key principle
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for my personal training. If I give myself more time to think I usually have a better
chance to make the right decision. This is what makes the market profile so important
for me, in creating trades which suit me.”

What do you mean by a ‘forward thinking approach’?

“Market profile gives you so much [beneficial] hindsight information. For example,
understanding how strong or weak a certain area of the market may be, or it allows
you to recall how the order flow and price ladder traded like in a certain area. Yet it
also gives me this forward thinking information. I’m thinking - When the market
revisits the area, what does it mean for how the order flow should look now? It
refined my ability to understand when and where to focus on the price ladder.
Instantly I get feedback from the market, and if it doesn't align with what I want, I can
leave it and look at something else. The forward thinking approach then allows you to
ask: How can I build ideas into the future? For example, whenever I have to be
involved in [sudden] volatility events or market repricing events it allows me to be
involved quickly and ‘effortlessly’ as I have done the preparation beforehand. This is
not hard jotted hours of ‘homework’, rather a build up of constant assessment of the
market profile over time. For instance, I understand things like the path of least
resistance of the market, or I understand where the market is skewed towards
moving productively in a direction that is beneficial. Lastly, forward thinking takes the
pressure off by making you comfortable with the state of not knowing rather than
always trying to ‘resolve’ markets or to find trades and answers to the market. It
allows me to stepback from the ‘brutal’ and immediate flow of the price ladder by
adding another layer of understanding. For instance, if I am in a trade and feel that I
am not fully acclimated to this profile, this auction; I can reset and reevaluate until the
profiles align again. ”

Would you have examples to illustrate this?

“As much as you are consciously generating trade ideas, the profile is constantly
ticking or developing in the background, and it frames my ideas really well. For
example, I expect a certain area of prices to be favourable for this type of price
action. The shape and positioning of the profile make it likely to experience a
liquidation type of move. By thinking forward, I can then ask - what would the order
flow look like when the move should be on? There should be a lot of inventory on the
offer, very heavy. I want persistent reloading on the ladder, consistent negative delta
on the day and so forth. I can give you another example: Let's say we are in an
environment where the Bund and other bonds are extremely bullish, and all of a
sudden we get [bearish] ‘black zero’ headlines. [a reference to Germany’s political
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approach to maintain budget balance and general fiscal prudence; hugely bearish for
German bonds if this ‘changed’ in the pre-Covid fiscal era] These are big repricing
comments and may invalidate some of these technical levels, but by the same breath
also we are going against a strong bullish trend in the profile. Myself and The
Engineer would do all this work to map out markets before a position is taken, well in
advance. Much of it is subconscious and you notice the minutiae of order flow over
time. So when a comment comes out I already know it goes against the grain of the
market or not in the path of least resistance. I have that extra layer of questioning
that lets me better validate the trade but at the same time I can even short-circuit a
whole part of my thinking process and dive into a position; as I know directionally
how I want to be positioned. You can also use this forward thinking when you are
already in a trade. A lot of my thoughts will revolve around this: If this trade were to
play out, how will this look like in the next fifteen minutes? Or if the market should
move from A to B it has to print a large TPO before it does. Or how much time do we
need to spend here if the market will eventually break away? Then you translate
these to the price ladder and other higher time frame ideas. It will also get me out of
positions, if it is not aligned with what I expected, I will get out and re-evaluate.
Therefore you can apply the ‘forward thinking approach’ in a variety of ways.”

We once discussed how ‘one dimensional’ and limited it would be to label you
a ‘technical trader’. Why do you have an issue with this term?

“Market profile just gives me a framework to operate within, it just so happens that
this framework uses profiles. The Engineer and I just happen to like associating what
profiles mean to us with raw information. We feed so much into the market profile:
fundamental, news events and so forth. It can work both ways. As much as I do not
like the word - if we have prepared our ‘technicals’ we can then ask if there are any
volatility events [news headlines, economic data releases] that line up with them.
Other times, we are always seeking the path of least resistance. For instance, let us
say in a given market the path is clearly lower and this week there are alot of risk
events. Then we can ask what is really needed in terms of risk event severity to
change our ‘technical’ thinking. In the end the market profile gives me a structure
when I can tie it all together with order flow. Therefore, market profile is just a
language I choose to speak, it makes sense to me. You can get lost reading news
articles, opinion pieces and about expectations. That information has a time and a
place but I am interested in how I can fit that with the profile so the information is
more concentrated and meaningful to me. This is why market profiles give you much
more than just ‘picking levels’ as novice traders often do. Instead, it allows you to
frame the whole world while also slowing everything down and helps to deal with
contradictory external inputs and influence. This is why I recommend such a
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framework through the profile to anyone who feels lost. Remember it is all about:
simple ideas executed well. I feel this is very different to most people’s ideas of what
a ‘technical trader’ looks like.”

How else does market profile give you a different or unique perspective on the
markets?

“You eventually start to see how the personality of different markets is reflected in the
profiles. For example, once Bund turns into ‘untraditional’, unhealthy looking profiles
[stodgy, near square looking] that is indication that I want to divert attention away
from that market. Until I start seeing traditional normal distribution profiles, I will not
be interested as the participants in that market are not aligned well with how I trade.
At the moment [September 2021] we are finally starting to see varying or different
kinds of profiles, shapes and distributions in Bund. It indicates that there is some kind
of participant in the market; like a barometer of the health of the market. As I’ve said -
it portrays orderflow on a large scale. The never ending pursuit of trading is trying to
figure out what is working now, and knowing when it stops working. There is no one
solution to it as you are constantly re-tuning and re-calibrating. This is part of my
questioning - is my way of thinking not aligned with the market? Other markets ‘open
up’ their profiles when volatility increases and you start to notice a more natural
looking profile and auctioning procress. The Eurostoxx can make you pull your hair
out, but when it gets volatile it can be one of the best markets to trade with a market
profile. This reflects that the participation has shifted, or changed. Before I really
grew, I did not trade anything else other than the Bund and EuroStoxx. All of a
sudden my transition and ability to jump between markets became one of my biggest
strengths. This overriding framework I mentioned allowed me to navigate between
different markets, as I saw the same things that made sense to me through the
profile. For example, if you saw in 2020 and you noticed the S&P was basing out,
you could lean onto the market profile at that time and be very aligned to what the
market is telling you. Also it allows me to know when to be careful of certain markets
or avoid some completely. For example, Copper was a contentious choice from a
profile perspective during the US-China trade war. Even when Bitcoin futures were
first launched, I looked at its profiles and instantly knew that it does not facilitate my
kind of trading - perhaps due to liquidity or other factors; but I just knew the profile did
not look right. This is not the same information you can see just from candlesticks,
other charts or anywhere else.”

Are there any new things you are discovering about the market profile?
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“Yes - understanding time as a mechanism, as a validator or invalidator of ideas. I still
don't fully grasp this crucial concept now. I've been debriefing this a lot recently
through a trade I took in the S&P. Time was so important in this particular trade, as
there was not enough of it spent in facilitating this trade. It is easy to get caught up in
price and volume and other metrics. This is why The Engineer’s approach to me is so
important, understanding how the profile should look to eventually create the trade.
At one point does it flip from too little to enough time spent to become favourable? At
which point does it become so favourable that you have to trade it? Again, this is why
a ‘forward thinking approach’ is critical for using market profile. All my best trades are
multi-day, multi-week structures accumulated over time. More often than not when I
evaluate a bad run or trade - it is often I did not give myself enough time to
understand, or there was more information I could have waited for from the markets
to put myself in a better position to make the right decision.”

Can you further explain the concept of how the market ‘should not’ look?

“I am now in a place where if I am trading my best I am always thinking of how the
market should not look. Starting with a negative is important as we are always
seeking out ways to confirm our own biases. As much as I wish to be formless and
without bias, you will always form them; even unconsciously and it is impossible not
to with this kind of job. Therefore, starting with a negative helps to build confidence
and frame your thoughts. For example, during a central bank meeting day you might
have reasons to believe that this is not how the market should look to promote a
hawkish move. Or you might realise a certain market is not set up the way I like it to
be, or how it looks. The days leading up to a central bank meeting, myself and The
Engineer ask: What the market is primed for, and what is it not primed for? Especially
when you keep track of expectations and sentiment building up to the event when
you may notice the overt hawkish conversations between research pieces and social
media, for example. Other times, it helps to even prepare yourself for the trade to not
be as easy as you may think as you understand it may be a crowded trade idea.  It is
just having the discipline to constantly question, question and question again.

Lastly, what are your reflections specifically about increasing your trading size
from a handful to hundreds of lots?

“I think most people don't assign the quality of their idea versus the size [risk] they
should put on. For whatever reason, I was always innately ready to put size on. As
long as the quality of my idea matches the level of my conviction and, if I check in
with my conviction levels, my trading size should reflect that. If I have so much
conviction, why am I not gearing up to put on more size? If the trade is  so prominent
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or powerful, it is as simple as finding a way to add more. When you first start trading
you need to accumulate ticks, and find consistency. Yet, even from day one I was
thinking - which ideas are easiest for me to put size on? It is a very incremental
process, I constantly assess my conviction and personal condition relative to my
idea. After a while you find yourself asking for more and more size. I couldn’t ask for
enough size in 2018 and 2019. The more conviction I got in the quality of my ideas, I
simply just asked for more. This is not to say I was constantly throwing around huge
size; rather it was very sustained, and incremental. I had such a belief in my process,
and understanding myself and  the conviction relative to my idea. If you do not
understand this concept then you should not increase size.”

Tactics and Strategy: A Spectrum

The evolution of The Hero is perhaps the most straightforward way to introduce a
certain mental model. This is to provide more context of the differences between the
traders profiled in this book and also to aid novice traders in understanding the
development of their edge, skills and ways to think about one's edge and trading sits
in the wider backdrop. As such, we can re-introduce several traders like The Razor
and The Warrior as ‘tactical’ traders. The Hero and his close mentor, The Engineer,
as ‘strategic’ traders. Much of the other traders profiled in the book are a mixture of
the two categories, sitting across a spectrum. The strict definition of both ‘tactics’ and
‘strategy’ are contentious, often blurring the line between the two depending on its
contextual use in sports, business,  politics, warfare and so on. Yet, for simplicity we
can stick to the definitions in the domain in whose story we will use as an example to
illustrate the point; that of improving at chess.

Much of the beginner to intermediate level play in chess can be arguably classified
as only ‘tactical’ chess. These tactics revolve around exploiting a certain position of
the opponent’s pieces through a handful of moves, usually through an attack to gain
material. Complete focus on tactics at this level of the game is possible because
such opportunities are prevalent and this is good enough to lead to the end game.
Yet, as this author experienced, once one plays against stronger players often these
tactical opportunities are hard to find, often only existing due to the opponent's
mistake. Therefore understanding chess ‘strategy’ becomes a necessity; defined by
possessing a long term plan or looking at the bigger picture. This involves a nuanced
understanding of ‘positional’ chess; a rather contentious label in chess discussions.
This includes concepts like an understanding of piece mobility, placing pieces in
various ways that often confer advantages by shaping the board over the long run
and negating opportunities for the opponent. Chess legend Bobby Fisher puts it best:
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“Tactics flow from a superior position”. In other words, strategy seeks to create
tactical opportunities in which there were none before.

What of trading? For tactical traders, we can regard them the best at exploiting
‘small-scale’ price opportunities; in which the market provides these opportunities.
The fast and nimble trading of news headline driven momentum, or capitalisation of
awkward order flow created by large market orders and participation exemplify this.
Specific ‘tactics’ and fast execution can be enough to trade these sequences of
events. This mirrors The Hero’s early development, a native of the price ladder and
hyper focus on the ‘micro’, he too traded in this tactical manner. Master tacticians can
seek to dominate in their own niche, much like the chess player Mikhail Tal; a wildly
explosive yet elegant tactical player who perplexed the Soviet chess world which had
become staunchly rooted in a grindy hyper-strategic and safe playing style. So too for
trading we can see this with The Razor and The Warrior who dominate their
individual niche. One can imagine both traders could be thrown ‘blind’ into a volatile
market day with no context and still be profitable. Yet, the market must still provide
these tactical opportunities; whereas strategic traders create their own tactical
opportunities. The Engineer and the ultimate development of The Hero exemplify this
evolution of the ‘strategic trader’. To use their own vernacular - the understanding of
the “technical landscape” through piecing together various inputs of information of the
market profile, order flow, macro development and more allows them to prepare for
an opportunity which would go unnoticed until it is too late. This becomes starkly
evident when The Engineer and The Hero would experience a wildly profitable
trading day, when other tactical traders would have barely traded in the same ‘quiet’
market conditions. As The Collector notes “The Hero would prepare for these kinds
of days with the depth and seriousness as other traders prepare for central bank
meetings.”

To visualise this mental model we can draw a horizontal axis, a spectrum of the most
niche tacticians against the most broad-horizon looking strategists:

[Placeholder graphic]
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Further we can then also add a vertical axis to further categorise the traders, from
their trade frequency - a narrow view in which we can suggest their attitude towards
spotting opportunities and risk aversion. We have also added the same graph in the
appendix for future reference while the readers progress through the book.

[Placeholder graphic - Aliases To Change]

One will also notice that one quadrant remands starkly empty - that of the strategist
with a high trade frequency. Somewhat non-surprising, the two categories are
diametrically opposed; the market cannot simply provide so many opportunities of
equal value that often through the multi-dimensional lens of a strategist. In other
words, if you are piecing together different inputs of information from the market
profile, order flow and the macro environment for the specific reason to reduce
variance and filter trades for only the best opportunities - then you simply will trade
less frequently.

Expanding on this model of understanding tactical and strategic traders also
underscores an important observation of the development of these the traders
profiled in this book; chiefly that they had all started as tactical traders. In reverse,
none of these traders had started as strategic traders with no experience or
understanding of the ‘micro’ - the tactics. In the correct environment, tactics can be
sufficient; yet strategy cannot be implemented without tactics by definition, and
strikingly obvious to those who try in vain. Likely, new traders that tried a strategic
approach first with no foundational tactical skills, the ‘micro’, were ultimately not
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successful proprietary traders and are just not present on this spectrum. Hence much
time was devoted to discussing this observation with The Hero who also reiterated
how important it would be for new traders to start trading and understanding the
‘micro’ first - the price ladder and order flow to the piece together tactical trades and
understanding. From there, a trader can later evolve into a strategist once his
adjacent skills develop. For example, once a new trader gains intimate understanding
of the market auction, order flow and the price ladder, transferring this to the market
profile should be a relatively ‘quick’ process; the same then can be said for other
skills or usage of market tools like the ‘market footprint’ charts. Suddenly, a trader
can go from understanding one thing well to quickly collecting and assimilating
adjacent skills to grow into a strategist. Moreover, The Hero provided another
important reason why the evolution from tactician to strategist can only work one
way. “That is where it all changes, that [tactical trading]  is also where you develop
your biggest plays from. It is a paradox. This is why I was able to increase trading
size so quickly, because I had such an ability as a tactician in my early days. I could
put on these big plays because I also know when to go from a 1 clip trade to
maximum size, or cut it instantly if need be.”

We are also privy to chart nearly the entirety of this phase of The Hero’s evolution
from tactician to strategist through an AXIA video archive known as the Journey of 3
to 300 lots. Haywood often promotes the use of presentations and verbal discussions
recorded through online streams to stimulate and further engrain a trader’s
understanding of a key topic; akin to the same learning techniques coined by Robert
Feynman that has become popularised in recent years.5 A cursory view of the AXIA
YouTube channel shows multiple junior traders engaging in this practice. Within the
period of 2017-2019, The Hero had recorded nearly a mountain of videos over an
eighteen month period where he had grown from trading a few lots to three hundred;
as per the title. While this archive is accessible to those on the AXIA training
program, there are a handful of videos that remain on the AXIA YouTube channel
that provide an insight into The Hero’s evolution. One can notice his tactical, ‘micro’
focus on the price ladder throughout 2017, the growing understanding and usage of
market profile in 2018 and the maturation of a strategic, heavy market profile user
that had grown in both skill and trading size by 2019. He had moved from left to right
on the tactical-strategic spectrum. Understanding this mental model is the best way
to understand the synthesis between The Hero’s price ladder skills and his use of the
market profile and the “technical landscape”.

It should then be apparent for traders who are struggling in their journey to find value
in contextualising their skill set relative to the model above. Are they trying to trade

5 https://fs.blog/feynman-technique/
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too strategically with no tactical ‘micro’ price ladder skills or lack the execution skills
to “navigate the price ladder”? Simply becomeing aware of this concept, may be
enough to stimulate struggling traders into action. It is of great hope that by
understanding the story of The Hero and charting the path of all the other AXIA
traders that struggling traders now understand how critical these tactical skills are. In
contrast, other traders might find themselves in a situation as described by The Hero;
an insight he gleaned from this model as we discussed it during these interviews. We
discussed the difficulty of being on the extreme, far end of the spectrum, using the
almost prodigy-like nature of The Warrior's trading as an example. “Like him, these
are very special, unique breeds of people. To transition from a mediocre tactician to
being a phenomenal one is hard. You can be stuck as a mediocre tactician for a very
long time. Yet, if it is not the end of the road for you, you just need to leverage the
skills you have in a more strategic manner. Eventually, if you can't be like The Warrior
or The Razor, you will need to broaden out to a strategic perspective. It will take the
pressure off the trader, by filtering down the opportunity you interact with.” With this,
The Hero unearthed a truism that is prevalent in other domains; a sound strategist
overcome mediocre tactical ability or vice versa. Pertaining to some struggling
traders, perhaps some use can be gleaned from this diagnosis; a moderate
application of a strategic view, skill and toolset may be enough to leverage a good yet
not sufficient tactical, ‘micro’ skill to turn a struggling trader into a profitable one.

Another way to understand and intertwine The Hero’s analysis of market profile, his
strategic mindset and a use of the price ladder to tactically execute his trades is to
simply examine one of his trades. Our trader had run a workshop, now recorded and
stored in the AXIA archives, of his debriefing of a momentum based breakout trade in
the Gold futures market on Monday June 29th 2021; a singular trade returning just
north of six figures profit. The specific vernacular that is used in market profile will be
left intact - for those familiar, or those to return to this segment once they delve
deeper into the market profile. The trade possessed various contextual components
that are broken down as such:

a) the Gold futures market broke down aggressively after an FOMC meeting, then
receded into a non-volatile, balanced week long range. Our trader “wanted to be
short, yet the timing was very important. How will this be done?” Further to this
backdrop, our trader was reviewing potential US dollar strength, and the Gold
market’s sensitivity to US bond curve moment - in the scope of steepening or
flattening action.

b) The market left a weak close [lack of buying from the lows] on Friday 18th, and a
single print as a print of reference. This creates a vulnerable low. The Hero is now
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formulating the area in which he will likely want to be involved, and access the price
ladder from.

c) “Yet since it is all about timing, at what point will the market make this accessible?.
The range has overlapping value on the profile. I am looking for value [profile
distribution metric]  to accept lower under the range. This was part of my criteria to
even be interested to short.”

d) “The market broke and yet reversed nearly one hundred ticks. I still did not want to
be involved yet that low became a critical reference.” Once more, our trader is
dialling in from a large, top down view into specific tactical thinking. Yet this time our
trader was just observing and thinking; giving himself time. “ I wanted to see higher
volumes, lower delta. Once this criteria was met, we had value shifting lower on the
profile. It made it very easy to enter the trade and put on the size. I just had to wait
for enough market generated information.”

e) “Then it is purely looking at order flow and correlations. With Gold futures I am
expecting a reaction nearly instantaneously. High volume and volatility. I don’t want to
operate outside of these conditions outside a momentum breakout, in which I do not
have a strong edge.” Following this, the Gold market had indeed flushed these key
reference points, in which The Hero offloaded several clips worth in a short position
and quickly covered it. He concludes: “All the work was done beforehand, putting on
the final trade and size was the easiest part.” Aptly, this leans heavily into the
‘strategist’ model - the layering of different factors all from the ‘crude’ labels of
technical, fundamental and flow driven reasons; to identify the opportunity and the
timing of the most ripe moment to provide conviction to execute.

So far we have explored The Hero’s edge through a breakdown of both his tactical
and strategic skills. Readers might be surprised that with all of this development,
none of this is regarded as his key, most trader or character defining edge. Instead it
is his powers of meta-learning and reflection that Haywood and the trader himself
regard as the keys to the kingdom. To contextually appreciate this, it would take
removal of these pivotal powers of reflection and an abject shock of defeat to wake
our trader up from near complete career collapse.
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Cannae

Skirmish

April 2020. Markets are heaving and belching; grappling with the social, economic
and financial implications of the coronavirus pandemic and government mandated
lockdowns.

An immense multi-year support level in the EuroStoxx now looks vulnerable; and
today is the release of the US initial jobless claims, one of the first data-sets to
capture the immediate impact of lockdown measures. This conspicuous volatility
event hung over markets like a damoclesian sword.

The Hero was dauntless, an air of invincibility had carried him so far. Today will be
the day to cross the threshold, to take his pound of flesh.

“I was short five-hundred EuroStoxx and onside approximately two hundred thousand
euros. I waited for the data release.”

Encirclement

“The number came out. It was double what was expected; nearly seven million
jobless. EuroStoxx blipped down and I was positioned well for it.”

Yet. The market pulls back.

“I was thinking there is no way this is going to bounce! Yet it does, my short position
in Eurostoxx starts to come back, I was then only ten ticks onside and then back to
scratch. This can be right! The S&P is still up fifty handles. I don’t care, I’ll fucking
short S&P too!  I sold two hundred lots short and then just maxed it out. I never lost
twenty handles so quickly.

Fuck! What is going on? I was onside thirty ticks in Eurostoxx and now I am offside
ten! I scrambled to get out.

I looked at my screen. I lost $250,000. Bullshit, I just got cheated.
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I just shrugged my shoulders and left the room.”

The Eurostoxx just staged one of the biggest reversals and rallies ever. The S&P and
other equity markets had ripped higher on the worst initial jobless data release in
history.

Obliteration

The next week. “I was short in the S&P and onside. Somewhat fifty to a hundred lots.
All of a sudden oil starts to blip higher off the ladder. What is this crazy headline?

My S&P position came back to scratch, then offside. I started selling more, and
doubled my position. I sold some lots of oil too. It went up three dollars and then it
went into a whitebox. It started auctioning and I was stuck in it, it didn't let me out.

It reopened seven dollars higher. Then ripped another two dollars higher.

I was screaming my head off. It was only me trading in my room at home. I was going
fucking nuts. I didn’t know what was going to happen. I don't know my losses. I am
just so so far offisde. I still got my massive S&P position and now it is offside too. It
was bid and offered only two to three lots - and I had a hundred lots on!

I didn’t…. I was screaming. I was just screaming. Someone must have thought that I
was dying in my room. I was in tears.

What am I doing? I am going to lose everything. What have I done?

That was the most frightening moment in my life, and I had many before that.

During the space of the oil whitebox my entire world was flipped upside down. In that
space, this successful, confident and fast growing trader was reduced to nothing. My
entire self image was crushed, it crumpled in front of me and dragged through the
dirt.

Everything changed. I had nothing to lean on, I was so scared. I was crippled.

Finished.”

*
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Within the space of a week in 2020, The Hero had lost half a million dollars; a quarter
of his account size at that time. Yet, it was not solely the numerical loss itself that had
necessarily broken our trader, nor the bitterness of poor trading and decision making.
Rather it was the event horizon of the crude oil ‘whitebox’, the sheer panic-inducing
feeling of being unable to exit the market until it decides to let you. What took place in
that very short amount of time was a lifetime for our trader. “Everything flashed
before my eyes. I thought I would lose everything which I spent years working on. I
wouldn’t wish it upon anyone.” The Hero pleaded. The crude oil market had
screamed higher with such abject volatility, that the market making capability
withered away; the liquidity scattered, the bid and offer on the price ladder
disappeared. This colloquially named ‘whitebox’ is a process in which market
exchanges restrict trades from going in and out of the market to let the volatility abate
and allow for ‘sensible’ bid and offer to remerge. However, this also means that the
trader is completely unable to exit if he is already in a position before this happens,
and now completely at the mercy of this ‘auction’ period as the final re-opening price
is completely unknown. Our trader could only conclude, “Thank God I had only sold
twenty lots of oil, a tiny bit.” Helpless and terrified, our trader’s position was
analogous to the encircled and trapped Romans at Cannae; only able to wait to meet
their end. Evaluating this story, we asked The Hero: “Do you think the ‘whitebox’ was
so psychologically damaging, because it felt like some kind of punishment? You were
doing something you are not meant to be doing and it finally caught up with you?”
Our trader strongly agreed; but what then would cause us to ask such a question?
Like The Battle of Cannae, the causes for such defeat do not rest solely on the
mistakes of the given day. Rather, they are as much due to the undercurrent of
accumulated decisions and the intangible processes that slowly undermine over time.
The fragility is veiled until it is painfully exposed; only retrospectively obvious to its
victim. Perhaps The Hero knew it all along.

Losing My Reflection

The Hero was a paragon of process. His strongest edge is ultimately not his tactical
‘micro’ price ladder skills; nor strategic use of the market profile - but his routine of
debriefing, learning and reflection. This edge was as unassuming in creating success
for our trader as much as it invited disaster, once lost. For our trader, reflection is
simply “conscious effort away from the trading desk, devoted to thinking about what
you are doing. You consciously need to check in with yourself. I do this formally
through writing or even verbal expression of what is going on. I don’t care how you
do it, it just needs to be there. You don't realise how much information you get out of
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previous decisions you made; it's gold. I used to spend hours reflecting upon this.”
Importantly, readers should not conflate ‘debriefing’ with a purposeful period of
reflection. At the end of the day at the trading desk, debriefing may involve structred
capturing of market outcomes and information for future use. It too may include a
structured breakdown of one’s execution to understand what went right and wrong.
This is a trader’s research and development department; the critical building blocks
for consistent learning are shaped around either finding a trading edge or enhancing
one. This mechanical archiving of information accounts for fallible human memory,
whereas purposeful reflection leverages the natural power of the human mind;
introspection, creativity and problem solving. Purposeful reflection allowed the trader
to see the forest for the trees, whereas debriefing allowed him to find the trees in the
first place. He continues: “This is just having the ability to just check in with yourself.
Even if some other traders on the floor may not specifically debrief; they certainly
have the conscious moment of clearly reflecting on what they are doing. Just having
that moment. It is so hard to tell a new trader this. When they come in they want to
learn technicals, fundamentals and they want to size up. It is hard to deal with
something more intangible.”

The week in 2020 in which The Hero experienced his own Battle of Cannae was not
the dramatic low point in his personal hero’s journey. Rather it was the end of the
beginning; and the soul crushing grind had only just started. Following the rest of the
year our trader would experience his trading account wither from one and a half
million to just north of a hundred thousand. “The biggest part of my previous growth
was having a balanced lifestyle. I saw this very very slowly start to slip away. I even
asked : Am I going to rein this in? I did not have the discipline to do so.” The Hero
frankly explained. The uncharacteristic nightlife and partying habits creeped in
towards the end of 2019. The totality of the collapse of his own psyche after the
crude oil ‘whitebox’ was a watershed moment in which pastimes became addictions;
partying, alcohol and other forms of escapism became part of this fast life.6

Obsessive by nature, our trader had also plunged straight into this world; the details
of which are too personal to share, yet can be summarised with his own description:
“traumatic”. He had been conscious and alert of the stereotype of a trader’s fast life,
one to avoid; yet he remembers this period with great shame. During this year and
the beginning of 2021, The Hero had not only burnt his trading account, but so too
his personal relationships, health and sanity. His future potentially soon to follow. The
weight and emotion that was felt behind our trader’s words when he described this
period cannot be overstated. “You will be driven to point of having such a
monumental fuck up, that you have no other choice but to understand that you are at
a turning point from an existence point of view. What are you going to do? I put

6 As much as one could during the coronavirus restrictions and lockdowns of 2020.
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myself through so much pain, and I was enduring it but I wasn't willing to ask myself
the question as to why I was doing it. As the account was grinding down my
behaviour was getting worse and worse. I had no self accountability, I was alienating
myself.”

Nearly a year and a half later The Hero contemplated with us the path to ruin.“I
disregarded so much the reflection period, there were many things going wrong yet
this is what hurt me the most. I discarded what The Engineer stood for - the process,
methodology and routine. I was numbing myself through drink and more. No one saw
this behind the scenes, it was hidden. I was living fast and didn't understand that I
was only just maintaining a certain level of performance in trading. I was getting all
the wrong feedback loops. I was going through a bad period and thought the next
trade will fix it. I was trying to fix what is going in the immediate term via future
decisions. I was trying to provide solutions via trades rather than reflecting and
checking in with the market. It is important to think about how in touch you are with
the market. You don't want to be too far away. Like a fighter you want to be in
touching distance in making weight, you don't want to be overweight. If I feel like I am
getting away with some trades and starting to trade too loose I will say I need to have
a reset; need to go back and ask what I am doing. In hindsight, one of my biggest
skills was knowing when I was in and out of touch with the market. Even if I were on
a ‘bad run’ I would still increase my trading size a little bit. I understood where I was
relative to the market, and if I keep asking myself the right questions I know I will put
on a good trade at some point.” Hence one of the biggest benefits to being so
process driven was the ability to manage one’s self, understand his performance in
the context of where The Hero feels he is in relation to the market. Are the losses
chalked up to poor execution, or ‘good losses’ due to exceptionally good risk
management? Are the wins a result of fast, loose and lucky trading? The Hero deeply
now understands how crucial this relationship between himself and markets was for
the spectrum that encompasses his edge. Understanding the intuitive feedback the
price ladders gave him through the emotional push and pull was now numbed. His
perspective of understanding how a trade could play out and then possessing the
self-awareness to know if he was ready to commit higher levels of size and risk was
now completely detached. “That period of time in 2020 I had never been so far out of
touch with the market in such volatility conditions with such size and it was just a
perfect storm. Every single factor that you could have thrown into this cocktail… it
came all at once after a period I had been doing well. It goes to show: my office
routine, debriefing routine and period of reflection had all gone out the window.
Markets were moving so fast I had no time to think of what just happened. My biggest
edge had evaporated.”
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The intangible nature of this edge can yet be more intuitively sensed when a trader
understands the concept of the ‘non-linearity of performance’. This is an important
phenomenon observed in high performance pursuits, yet starkly evident to Haywood
who has observed the lifespan of countless traders across the two curves of
‘learning’ and ‘performance’.

[Placeholder Graphic]

This phenomenon explains the lack of progress, performance or profit that a new
trader experiences even when his ‘learning’ is progressing at breakneck speed.
Therefore, an evident lag effect forms. We can interchange ‘learning’ with a trader’s
process for debriefing, routine and reflection; as they all serve to fulfil the trader’s
learning capacity and adaptation. Such was the case for The Hero, as was alluded to
when we discussed the ‘slow-brew’ nature of the majority of the best traders on the
AXIA trading floor. Once the performance (P&L) curve closes in on the learning
curve, it is often when a trader grows exponentially; like the transformation of The
Hero from a three to three-hundred lot trader within the span of eighteen months.
However, the most interesting and important effect is what happens afterwards. This
is the key area which Haywood often confers a stark warning. The lag effect
becomes self-sustaining, and the P&L curve overtakes the progression of learning;
much like a slingshot. Suddenly, a trader does not have to work harder and sharper.
Instead, just maintaining the status quo is sufficient for outsized returns to come
through the door; yet this can also create dangerous confirmation that this is now
‘enough’. Insidiously still, as in the story of The Hero, the erosion of his processes
was incremental; the cracks do not turn into fissures until it is too late. A trader’s
processes and learning capacity relaxes and yet the trader still enjoys better returns
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than ever before. The lag effect now works in reverse, nefariously confirming to the
trader of his invincibility. Haywood fills in the details of this particular effect upon The
Hero. “In 2019 and into 2020, his breakthrough year; The Hero could not put a foot
wrong. I still remember him coming into the office late at midday and some ECB
comment came out. He bought the high in the Bund with eight hundred lots and
made over a hundred thousand on that.” The Hero had reached ‘peak bullet’, in the
parlance of Haywood; the bulletproof nature of a trader in this stage where a trader
gets away with so much for little in the way of prudence, preparation and hard work.
Trading maximum size on the drop of a hat, with little preparation on a relatively
inconsequential market move was certainly not The Hero. “I discussed this with The
Engineer who was more forgiving of The Hero after witnessing the same episode. He
would say: it's fine, he is young and learning his way. Rather, I had so many more
sample sets myself that it is not fine. The inertia will catch up. The Hero is a product
of his process and routine. The wheels fell off in spring 2020 because the process
stopped eight months before that.” This is what The Hero had reflected upon earlier,
only now noticing how deteterimental the “wrong feedback loops'' were, fooling him to
believe his actions were right through positive trading performance. Further, take for
example the change in reaction to losses The Hero had experienced. “I used to have
big swings as my account was growing. Back then I used to frame the swings as
something to learn from. When I had lost the two hundred and fifty thousand on the
initial jobless data my first reaction was just feeling like I got cheated. I turned my
computer off and sat on the couch. No debriefing or reflection at all.” Some traders
might do away with their learning framework, routine and processes all together,
riding on a high of past successes. Confidence transforms into hubris, a discerning
mind now replaced by delusion. Perhaps even an underdog’s earned good fortune
morphs into cheap dumb-luck. These long term undercurrents explain many of the
reasons for the annihilation of the Republic’s army at Cannae as it does for our
trader. For those who know The Hero, it may be jarring to know that a trader who was
seen and lauded as borderline pious in his trading routine, debriefing and reflection
could  have gone through this experience; a true fall from grace. Yet, we can finish
with The Hero’s simple conclusion, a narrative so prevalent in literature and the
histories; apt and relevant as it is the human experience: “you don't know how
important it is until you lose it.”

Resurrection

“If The Hero can come out of this he is going to be so much wiser, and learn so much
about himself and his game. The lessons! He is going to need to work, it's going to
be brutally hard.” Such were the conversations between The Engineer, Atlas and
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Haywood; who continues. “The Hero has really been an unbelievable evolution of
self. I think this is what helped him understand himself so much. This market mirror;
he hates it as much as he loves it. Through 2021 it has been a resurrection, and not
just of process and trading but - of life itself. How he sees his place in the world, his
happiness; and has used trading nearly as the therapist in that way.” Commiting to
sobriety and a return to balance just after Mother’s Day in 2021, The Hero had
staged a comeback that had validated one critical trait Haywood looks for in all
traders; a conversation that stuck this author’s mind ever since. The trait? Grit.

Following this, The Hero would indeed rebuild; regroup and learn just like the
Romans who would eventually triumph over Hannibal and Carthage; their mortal
enemy. Therefore, this is now an opportune time to discuss some of the processes
and perspectives that had provided so much success for our trader, highlighting its
importance through losing it; and refinding these same processes once The Hero had
come through the other end.

While these processes are not exhaustive, they do cover the critical structure in
which The Hero builds his trading business around; in order of importance. They use
a wide range of pen and paper journaling, annotation of charts via tablet hardware,
recording of typed material via note taking software; and simply - deep reflection
through conversation and solitary contemplation.

a) Weekly Reflection. The most important as frequently highlighted by Haywood,
The Engineer and The Hero himself. Now somewhat a misnomer; as our
trader frequently points out this should be constantly in play and top of mind to
‘check in’ frequently, not an exercise to take place once a week. As discussed
earlier, this is as much soul searching as it is understanding where a trader is
relative to his processes, understanding what else is happening in his life
relative to the markets to then allow better risk management or understand
when he would be able to handle complex trades.

b) Process Refresh. Occurring each financial quarter, yet our trader commits to
this in depth process review if he feels he is becoming too unstuck with
markets; or is not “in touching distance with the market”. This is a very
conscious, blunt and honest analysis of breaking down the foundations of his
trading. In February 2022, The Hero had written an analysis like: “The nature
of my process promotes the highest order of thinking, however when I fall from
the structure of process, it is the lowest level of thinking I get jammed within
for the longest.” Or: “My process does not promote a dilution of idea creation
but instead an extreme concentration”. He then further granularly analysed
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different patterns of behaviour that frequent when in different stages of
account profitability or drawdown; or the volatility of returns affecting decision
making. Listing out these various key points then serve as a reminder, even
printed out and stuck to a wall to serve as a mental guidepost during inevitable
emotional turbulence.

c) Weekend Debrief. A review of decision making. Our trader understands at
what level through a grading system he was trading relative to the quality of
his decision. Through tabular form he lists areas where he had lost money,
why he did and other missed opportunities. Lastly, he will work on a specific
area he chose to develop with singular focus. In 2019 this was finding better
ways to address ‘tilts’; a phrase popularised by poker to indicate where
decision making is polluted through loss control due to negative emotions.
Depending on which part of The Hero’s career this framework is analysed, it
can also be skewed more towards finding different market profile plays,
patterns and ultimately trades.

d) Week Ahead Preparation. The Hero would prepare and analyse his core
markets and understand deeply the market information he is receiving and
how his ideas are forming; then questioning this very input. This is very overtly
a high level, strategic view.

e) Daily Routine. Familiar to most traders. This includes understanding overnight
news, general market moves and the focus of just listing objective and factual
market information. The Hero emphasises the need to sit and simply watch
the market gyrations for ten to five minutes, allowing a trader to form a
baseline for what is happening. Our trader then has a warm up process to
review the things he is working on and his goals for the week. Lastly, time
outside the office, including travel, is very structured and routine to include
stretching, balanced diet, sport and so forth. As trading is akin to a high
performance sport; such a daily routine similar to an athlete is a nessesity.

The effectiveness of this approach has been observed strongly with The Hero and as
readers will see; so too with The Engineer. Rightly so, much of their framework and
processes are deeply analysed through a treasure trove of various AXIA video
archives. All of which serve as training tools for different purposes depending where
a trader is in their career. Moreover, it forms a key part of AXIA’s training program,
and a baseline in which junior traders engage in weekly workshops discussing
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various topics. A testament to the belief and effectiveness of this approach as it is
being ingrained into the next generation of traders.

We have charted and analysed our trader’s growth from a ‘micro’ tactical trader to a
strategic one; with the aim to provide clarity to those on their trading journey; where it
is too easy to fall of course. Though, perhaps falling off this course is exactly where
one needs to be; for the path ahead by seeming definition must always be veiled in
mystery and doubt; if not - you would have trodden it long ago. Nevertheless, with the
aid of context and direction to understand how much can be done with a niche and
deep skill set that then encompases many other adjacent skills should help traders or
those simply looking to leverage the story of others into their own domain.
Understanding The Hero’s mentality of approaching market profile as a language and
a framework, should rejuvenate and stimulate traders to action across skill levels;
reinforced by confidence knowing that other successful traders use the same tools.
Lastly, for The Hero, the newfound appreciation for his processes and routine, means
he now understands them deeper, knowing what it meant to have once lost them.
Within this year, and approaching early 2022, the time of our final interview, our
trader had successfully rebuilt his account and is now pushing new frontiers. The
demons of the past now excised and wounds healed. Our trader reflects: “Yet, I am
so grateful of what happened through 2020, of having this experience. It was a
massive period of growth. Whenever I have a bit of drawdown it doesn’t make me run
for the hills. It doesn't make me go into myself, and bury my head into drink and other
things. This is a part of it, I’ve been there and done that and felt it. This time I
acknowledge it instead. If you come in here and tell me trading is you sitting in an
elegant office wearing a nice suit and you just click and pull money out the markets;
that is bollocks. It's not how it works.” He aptly concludes. “Instead you must be
completely in tune with  getting the feedback from the market; this thing. That is how
you make your money. It is how you manage yourself relative to the feedback you
are constantly getting. Always remember how intangible it is, and how easy it is to
lose sight of it.”
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